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Abstract 
We discuss groups that are free products with amalgamation where the amalgamating subgroup 
is of rank at least two and malnormal in at least one of the factor groups. In 1971, Karrass and 
Solitar showed that when the amalgamating subgroup is malnormal in both factors, the global 
group cannot be two-generator. When the amalgamating subgroup is malnormal in a single factor, 
the global group may indeed be two-generator. If so, we show that either the non-malnormal 
factor contains a torsion element or, if not, then there is a generating pair of one of four specific 
types. For each type, we establish a set of relations which must hold in the factor B and give 
restrictions on the rank and generators of each factor. @ 1998 Published by Elsevier Science 
B.V. All rights reserved. 
0. Introduction 
Baumslag introduced the term malnormal in [l] to describe a subgroup that intersects 
each of its conjugates trivially. Here we discuss groups that are free products with 
amalgamation where the amalgamating subgroup is of rank at least two and malnormal 
in at least one of the factor groups. In the case that the amalgamating subgroup is 
free abelian of rank two, groups of this type appear as the fundamental group of 
certain compact 3-manifolds. In particular, a compact 3-manifold which is not the 
union of Seifert fibre spaces and has a separating torus in its decomposition has such 
a fundamental group. 
Karrass and Solitar [4] showed that when the amalgamating subgroup is malnormal 
in both factors, the global group cannot be two-generator. When the amalgamating 
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subgroup is malnormal in a single factor, the global group may indeed be two-generator. 
If so, we show that either the non-malnormal factor contains a torsion element or, if 
not, then there is a generating pair of one of four specific types. For each type, we 
establish a set of relations which must hold in the factor B and give restrictions on 
the rank and generators of each factor. These results have several applications in low- 
dimensional topology, in particular to some of the problems on Kirby’s famous 1978 
list [5]. These applications appear in [2]. The proof of the main theorem is an expansion 
of techniques pioneered by Norwood [7,8] as extended by Jones in [3]. Those papers 
consider cyclic amalgamating subgroups. 
Section 1 contains notational and background information. Several key lemmas are 
provided in Section 2. Section 3 contains the statements of the main results, which are 
then proved in Section 4. In Section 5, we analyze the factors in light of the various 
types of generating pairs. 
1. Background material 
1.1. Dehitions and notation. Here we review some of the properties of groups needed 
in fi.tture discussion. Let A denote a group. A subgroup S of A is called proper if S 
is non-trivial and there exist elements of A outside of S. A proper subgroup S is said 
to be malnormal in A if the intersection of subgroups aSa_’ and S is trivial if and 
only if a is an element of A outside of S. Thus, S intersects each of its non-trivial 
conjugates trivially. An element a E A is said to be central if a commutes with each 
element of A. A torsion element of A is an element a satisfying the relation a” = 1 for 
some non-zero integer n. 
1.2. The rank of a finitely presentable group is the minimal number of generators 
needed to present the group. A group A is called an n-generator group if A is known 
to have rank n. The groups of rank one are the finite cyclic groups together with the 
infinite cyclic group. The groups of higher rank form a much more complicated class. 
Indeed, determining the rank of a group is in general a difficult problem. 
1.3. The following concepts are presented in greater detail in Magnus et al. [6] and 
are recalled here for the convenience of the reader. Let A *C B denote the free product 
with amalgamation of the non-trivial groups A and B along the group C, that is, C is 
isomorphic to a proper subgroup AC of A and also isomorphic to a proper subgroup 
Bc of B. The subgroups AC and Bc are identified with the group C via the respective 
isomorphisms. When the context is clear, we simply refer to the subgroup AC of A 
by C, and similarly the subgroup Bc of B will be referred to by C. Note that group 
G contains each of A, B and C as proper subgroups. The groups A and B are called 
the free factors for the group A *C B and the group C is called the amalgamated 
subgroup. 
Any element x of A*cB may be uniquely expressed in normal form as x= 
xix2 . . -x,,,c where c is an element of C and the xi are alternately elements of a fixed 
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set T, of right transversals for the (right) cosets of C in A and a corresponding fixed 
set TB of right transversals for the (right) cosets of C in B. The coset C in either of A 
or B always receives the transversal represented by 1 and the transversal representative 
1 never appears in the normal form word for x. If x is expressed in the above normal 
form, then x is said to have length m, and one writes length(x) = m. If x1 is an element 
of A, then n is said to begin in A. If x,,, is an element of A, then x is said to end in A. 
Similarly, if xi is an element of B for i = 1 or i = m, then n is said to begin or end, 
respectively, in B. If x begins in A and ends in B, then x can be written concretely 
in the normal form x=ar&... b,c. If x can be written in this form, then x is said to 
be a word of length m beginning in A and ending in B, and similarly for the other 
cases. 
Two words x and y written in normal form are multiplied by concatenation. The 
product is subsequently converted to normal form by moving the elements of C to 
the right through the word y. If the word x =x1 . . . x,c ends in the same group that 
the word y=yr... y,,,c’ begins in, then the product x,,cyr is an element of one of A 
or B. If x,cyr is an element of the complement of C in that factor, then xy is said to 
have amalgamation and length(xy) = n + m - 1. If the product x,cyr = E, an element 
of C, then the word xy has cancellation and the product x,-rEy2 is then examined for 
additional cancellation and/or amalgamation and Zength(xy) 5 m + n - 2. If x ends in 
a different group than y begins in, there is no amalgamation or cancellation in xy and 
length(xy) = m + n. 
The following result is due to Stallings [9, Theorem 4.31. 
1.4. Lemma. If n elements generate a free product with amalgamation, then there is 
a set of n generators in which at least one of the generators is an element of one of 
the free factors. 
1.5. Lemma. Suppose that the group A *c B is generated by n elements gl,g2,. . . , g,,. 
The set SA consisting of those transversals of TA appearing in any of the gt together 
with all of the elements of C generates the group A. 
Proof. Let S denote the subgroup of A generated by SA. Note that if ai and aj are 
in SA then the product aicaj is an element of S even though the product may be 
rewritten in normal form as a,$ where the transversal representative aA is not an element 
of SA. 
By assumption, the gi generate A *c B so they must also generate A. An arbitrary 
element a of A may then be written as a word w in the gi. As a may also be written 
a = ant” for some right transversal an in the set TA and element E of C, the uniqueness 
of normal form implies that the word w admits cancellations which reduce its length 
to 1. In particular, all occurences of elements of B cancel to produce elements of C, 
all of which lie in S. It follows that S actually equals A. q 
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1.6. Remark. A parallel argument shows that the group B may be generated by the 
set S’s consisting of all transversal elements of TB that appear in at least one of the 
generators gi together with the elements of C. 
2. Preliminary lemmas 
2.1. Remark. Let G = A *c B be a non-trivial two-generator free product with amalga- 
mation of groups A and B along the group C, here C is not necessarily malnormal in 
either factor group. By Lemma 1.4 there is a pair of generators {gt ,gz} for G so that 
one of the generators is an element of group A or B. Throughout the discussion, this 
generator of length zero or one will be denoted gr. By Lemma 1.5 and Remark 1.6, 
together with the fact that C is a proper subgroup of each of A and B, a transversal 
from each of A - C and B - C must appear somewhere in the pair {gt,gz}. 
2.2. Remark. The following’is a complete list of all possible normal forms for the 
pair {gt, 92) described in Remark 2.1: 
(i) {c,at . . . ado), 
(ii) {c, at . . . b,co}, 
(iii) {c, 61 * . . &co}, 
(iv) {c,h . ..Gco). 
(v) {UC, a1 . . . wo}, 
(vi) {uc,ut . . . b,co}, 
(vii) {UC, bt . + .b,co}, 
(viii) {UC, br . . . u,co}, 
(ix) {bc, at . . . u,co}, 
(XI {k a1 . . * blco), 
(xi) {bc, bl . . . bncO}, 
(xii) {bc, bt 1 . . a,~}, 
(xiii) {UC, bca}. 
2.3. Remark. Recall that given a pair of subgroups St and S2 of a group G, the group 
S2 is inner automorphic to the group St if there is an element g in G conjugating S2 
onto St. Given a pair of elements {gt ,g2} in normal form, we say that another pair 
is equivalent to the first if the two generate inner automorphic subgroups of G. Here 
are two operations we use to replace a generating pair by an equivalent pair which 
may have a different normal form. The tist is to conjugate each element of the pair 
by an element of G and write the resulting pair in normal form. The second operation 
is to replace one of the elements gt or gz by its inverse, and then convert that element 
to normal form. These operations are all we require, although not all equivalent pairs 
differ by a sequence of these operations. Under this definition, equivalence forms an 
equivalence relation on pairs of elements. We will determine those equivalence classes 
of pairs capable of generating the group G. 
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2.4. Proposition. A pair of elements of type (iii)-(v), (viii), (xi) or (xii) of Re- 
murk 2.2 is equivalent to a pair of type (i), (ii), (vi), (vii), (ix), (x) or (xiii). 
Proof. A pair of type (v) is equivalent to a pair of type (iii), (iv), (vii), (viii) or (xiii) 
by conjugating this pair by the element a,‘. If ~;~acai is an element of C then an 
equivalent pair of type (iii) or (iv) results. If allacal is an element of the set A - C 
then an equivalent pair of type (vii), (viii) or (xiii) results. 
A parallel argument shows that a pair of type (xi) is equivalent to a pair of type 
(i), (ii), (ix), (x) or (xiii) by conjugating the pair by the element b,‘. 
Conjugating a pair of type (iii) by the element b;’ shows this pair is equivalent to 
a pair of type (i), (ii), (ix), (x) or (xiii). 
Replacing the element gz with the inverse g;’ shows a pair of type (iv) to be 
equivalent to one of type (ii), a pair of type (viii) to be equivalent to one of type (vi) 
and a pair of type (xii) to be equivalent to a pair of type (x). 0 
2.5. Claim. A generating pair of type (i) in Remark 2.2 is equivalent to a pair of 
type (ii), (vi), (vii), (ix), (x) or (xiii). 
Proof. Conjugating the pair of type (i) by the element a;’ yields a pair of elements of 
type (iii), (iv), (vii), (viii) or (xiii). A type (iv) p air is equivalent to a pair of type (ii), 
and a type (viii) pair is equivalent to a pair of type (vi) by proof of Proposition 2.4. 
Notice that if a type (iii) pair results then the length of the element g2 has been 
reduced by two. Conjugating this resultant type (iii) pair (after first converting the pair 
to normal form) by the element b,’ yields an equivalent pair of type (i), (ii), (ix), 
(x) or (xiii) by proof of Proposition 2.4. Note that if a type (i) pair results then the 
length of g2 in this new pair is four less than the length of g2 in the original pair of 
type (i). In this way, a type (i) pair is equivalent to a pair as desired in Claim 2.5, 
or has been conjugated so that the length of g2 has been reduced to one or three. 
If the length of g2 is one, the result is not a generating pair as there is not a transversal 
representative from each of TA and TB. Thus the length of g2 is three. Now, conjugation 
by the element XT’ will yield a pair of elements of type (iv), (vii), (viii) or (xiii). 
A pair of type (ix) may be converted to an equivalent one of type (ii) and a pair 
of type (viii) may be converted to an equivalent pair of type (vi) as in proof of 
Proposition 2.4. 0 
The following sequence of propositions will be used to establish Theorem 3.1. 
2.6. Proposition. Let A be a torsion-free group containing a proper malnormal sub- 
group C. Then A has no non-trivial central elements and the relation ap E C holds if 
and only if the element a of A is an element of C. 
Proof. Assume that a is a central element of A. Then the relation uc=ca holds for 
every element c in C, and so aCu_’ coincides with C. Thus, a must be an element 
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of C. But now gCg_’ contains the element a for all elements g of A, implying that 
a= 1. 
If an element a of A - C satisfies the relation up = Z where C is a non-trivial element 
of C, then elements a and E commute: 
aE = aap = apa = Ea. 
Thus, the subgroup aCa-’ contains the non-trivial element 5, again contradicting the 
malnormality of C in A. 0 
2.7. Proposition. Let C be a subgroup of the group B. If the element b in B - C 
has the property that b” is an element of C, then there is a unique minimal positive 
integer m such that n = im for some integer i. 
Proof. Assume that m is the minimal positive integer for which bm is an element of C. 
Assume that b” is also an element of C for some n > m. Then the relation n = mi + r 
holds for integers i and r satisfying 0 < r 5 m - 1. The following relation also holds: 
b” = bmi+r = bm’b’. 
Since b” and b”” are elements of C, then b’ must also be an element of C, contrary 
to the choice of m unless r = 0. 0 
2.8. Proposition. Let C be a malnormal subgroup of group A. Choose and $x a set 
of transversal elements TA for the right cosets of C in A. Let at and aj be two 
arbitrarily chosen non-trivial elements of TA. If there exists an element c of C for 
which the word aicaj is an element of C, then this element in unique. 
Proof. Let c be an element of C satisfying aicaj = E where E is an element of C. 
Assume for sake of contradiction that there is another element c’ for which aic’aj is 
an element of C. The element at may be written ai = Ea;‘c-’ using the element c. 
Substituting this into aic’aj yields the expression FaT’c-‘c’aj. This expression is an 
-’ element of C if and only if the expression aj c -‘c’aj is an element of C. By the 
malnorrnality of C the intersection of ai1 Caj and C can only contain the identity, thus 
c’=c. 0 
2.9. Proposition. Let G = A*cB be the free product of the torsion-free group A and a 
group B, amalgamated over a group C that is malnormal in A. Let g be an element of 
G satisfying length(g) = n 2 3, then either the element gp satisfies length(gP) 2 n - 2 
and the elements gp and g begin and end in the same group or the group B contains 
torsion elements and whenever gP has length less than n - 2 it has length zero. 
Proof. Assume that length(gP) < n - 1 for some non-zero integer p. In uncancelled 
form the length of gJ’ is (pin. If the element g begins and ends in different groups, 
then gJ’ experiences no cancellation or amalgamation. Thus, g begins and ends in the 
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same group and so n is, in fact, odd, say length(g) = 2j + 1. Note for latter use that 
the element in the middle of g has index j + 1. We first examine the situation in which 
g begins and ends in group B. The word gp when written in uncancelled form looks 
like 
gJ’ = bl . . . b,,q,b, . . . . . . bncObl . . . b,q,. 
If bncObl is an element of B - C, then length(gP)=nlpl - (IpI - 1) which is at 
least R, since n is at least 3 and 1pJ 2 2. Thus, it must be that b,cobl is an element 
cl of C. Now gP looks like 
gP=b, +. ~a,_lcla2 . . ~an_l~lu2~~~ bnco. 
If un-rcru2 is an element ofA-C, then length(gp)=nlpl-3(lpl-1). Again, since 
n > 3, this word has length at least n. Thus un-rcru2 is an element c2 of C. 
Continue inductively. If for some integer I satisfying 0 5 I 2 j - 1, the word 
x,_icixi+r is an element ci+r of C for all id while the element x,,_rqxr+r is an 
element of A - C or B - C, then length(gP) = nlpl - (2i + l)(lpl - l), which for this 
range of i values is at least IZ. Thus, for gJ’ to have length less than n, the phrase 
Xn-icixi+r must be an element ci+i of C for all i satisfying 0 2 i 2 j - 1. The word 
gp cancels to the following form: 
gJ’=b, . . ~xi(xj+l~i)P~~1x~+2~~~ b 
J J l&O. 
This expression experiences cancellation if and only if (xj+icj)P is an element of C. 
By Proposition 2.6 this only occurs if the element Xi+] appearing in the middle of g 
is an element of B. If the element (Xj+iCj)Pcj ’ is the element cj+r of C, then the 
relations aj+2cj_raj = cj and ojcj+iUj+2 = cj+2 imply that the following relation holds: 
-1 -1 
uji2cj-lcj+2uj+2cj+l =cj. 
By the malnormality of C in A, this occurs only if the relation cj-1 = cJ<\ holds, 
and SO it follows that cj = cJ>‘, . Finally, this yields the relation 
This relation implies that the element bi+lci is a torsion element of B. Thus, if 
B is a torsion free group then the length of gJ’ is at least n-2. The group B may 
contain torsion elements, in which case we note that the relation ~,-_~c~x~+r = ci+r may 
be rewritten as xi + lci + l-‘x,-i =ci’. Since we have cj+r = CT’ this means that 
-1 Ujcj Uj+z = cF?i. NOW the relations xi + lci + l-lx,_i = CT’ force the element gJ’ to 
cancel all the way to the element co’. 
Essentially, the same argument holds in the case that g begins and ends in the 
group A. 0 
2.10. Remark. If G is a group as in Proposition 2.9 in which the factor B is torsion 
free, then any element x in G satisfying the relation xp E C is an element of the 
group B. 
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3. The main result and a corollary 
The following theorem is the main result of this paper. 
3.1. Theorem. Let G = A *C B be the free product with amalgamation of the torsion- 
free group A and the group B. If the amalgamated subgroup C is of rank at least two 
and malnormal in A and if G has rank two, then either B contains torsion elements 
or G has a generating pair of type (ii), (ix), (x), or (xiii) of Remark 2.2. in which 
each element has length at most three. 
As a corollary we obtain a result which is 
3.2. Corollary. Let G be the free product 
essentially of [4, Theorem 61. 
with amalgamation of the torsion-free 
groups A and B amalgamated over a group which is malnormal in each factor. Then 
the group G may not be generated by any two of its elements, 
Proof. If the rank of C is at least two, then the result follows from Theorem 3.1 and 
Proposition 2.6. Assume the rank of C is one. By [3, Lemma 2.141, condition (iii) of 
[3, Lemma 2.81 may be replaced by the condition that xi and u commute if and only if 
the product XiUPx,~’ is an element of C for some non-zero integer p without affecting 
its validity. Here Xi denotes a transversal of TA or TB and u is a generator for C. If 
C is malnormal in A and B then the product x@xi’ is in C if and only if p = 0. By 
Proposition 2.6, the center of A and B is trivial. By 2.18, if the element g E G satisfies 
the relation gp E C, then g is an element of A, B or C. By Proposition 2.6, this relation 
cannot occur in either group A or B unless the element g is a torsion element in that 
group. Since these groups are torsion free, the condition gp E C implies gp = 1 holds 
vacuously for the group G. The result now follows from [3, Lemma 2.41. 0 
4. A proof of the main results 
Throughout this section, let G denote the free product of groups A and B amalga- 
mated along C, a group of rank at least two. The group A is torsion free, and group C 
is malnormal in A. By Claim 2.5 we need only examine the subgroup of G generated 
by a pair of elements of type (ii), (vi), (vii), (ix), (x) and (xiii) as in Remark 2.2. 
We begin by establishing notation. 
4.1. Remark. Let g1 and g2 be two elements of group G. In all references to these 
elements it is to be implicit that the pair {gl,g2} appears in Remark 2.2. These two 
elements generate a subgroup of G. Any element g of this subgroup, if not a power 
of one of g1 or g2 may be written as a word w in the generators g1 and g2 with the 
following form: 
P2k PZk+l w=gf1g$-g2 g1 . 
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Here k denotes a positive integer and each integer pi for which i satisfies the 
inequality 2 5 i 5 2k is non-zero. We allow the possibility that the integers pl and 
p2k+t are zero. Although the word w is not necessarily a unique representative for the 
element g it can often be used to evaluate the length of the element in G represented 
by w, which is uniquely determined. 
Given a fixed word w as above, we now associate a series of integers to w. Let 
P denote the associated sequence { pz, ~4,. . . , Pzk}. The integer cr denotes the number 
of times that the sequence P changes algebraic sign. For example, if w is the word 
9~9~9129~279192889192, then the sequence P is (4,227, -88,l) and the associated in- 
teger o is 2. Note that the relation 0 5 cr 5 k - 1 holds. Further, for each integer 2i + 1 
satisfying 0 5 i 5 k, let aZi+l denote the length of the phrase gf’“. 
The word w may not be in normal form. In the given form, the word w has an 
uncancelled length computed by counting the number of transversals appearing in the 
word w. Denote the uncancelled length of the word w by the letter ;1 and note that A 
is an upper bound for the length of the element that w represents in the group G. In 
particular, i denotes the following sum: 
i=k 
( ) 
i=k 
A= ClPZil n+CEZi+I. 
i=l i=O 
Here n denotes length(g2). Note that length(w) can only mean the length of the element 
in G represented by w when that element is written in normal form. 
4.2. Lemma. Let G be as in Theorem 3.1. Zf n is greater than two, then a pair of 
elements of type (ii) of Remark 2.2 cannot generate G. 
Proof. Assume that the pair {gi,gz} of type (ii) will generate G. Since g2 begins and 
ends in different groups, no power of g2 experiences either amalgamation or cancella- 
tion. For this same reason, any phrase of form g~g~g~ has cancellation or amalgamation 
if and only if the integers p and r have opposite algebraic sign. 
In uncancelled form the phrase g;1gTg2 looks like 
co n -‘b-l.. . u+q f * * b,co. 
Since the subgroup C is malnormal in A, amalgamation occurs in the phrase a;lcqat 
but no cancellation occurs. Thus such a phrase has length 2n - 1. 
In uncancelled form the phrase g2gTg;1 looks like 
at . . ~b,coc%,‘b,‘~~~a-? 1 
The element b,cocqc;lb;’ may be an element of either B - C or C. If the former 
occurs, then this phrase experiences amalgamation only and has length 2n - 1. If the 
latter occurs, then the phrase b,cacqc;‘b;’ is an element c’ of C and the phrase 
a,_lc’a;Y, experiences amalgamation but not cancellation by the malnormality of C 
in A. Thus, a phrase of form g2&gT1 has a minimum length of 2n - 3. 
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As the group C has rank at least two, the element gt does not generate all of 
C. Thus, some elements of length zero must arise only as a word w in the form of 
Remark 4.1. 
There are now three cases to consider depending on the integer o associated to the 
word w. 
Case 1: The integer CJ is even, say cr = 2s. Here, after cancellation, the length of w 
satisfies the following series of inequalities: 
length(w) = 2 - 4s L kn - 2(k - l)/geqk(n - 2) + 2. 
Since the length of g2 is at least four, the word w has length at least four. 
Case 2: The integer d is odd, say CJ = 2s + 1 and there are more occurrences of 
phrase g;‘gTg2 than of g2g g y 2’ Aso<k-lthen2s<k-2,andsothelengthof . 
w satisfies: 
length(w)=il-4s- 1 >kn-2(k-2)- l=k(n-2)+3 23. 
Thus, all such words have length at least five. 
Case 3: The integer a is odd, say a = 2s + 1 and there are more occurrences of 
phrase 92gl g2 ’ -’ than of g;lgTgz. The length of w satisfies the following relation: 
length(w) = ;1- 4s - 3 2 kn - 2(k - 2) - 3 > k(n - 2) + 1. 
Such a word has a length of at least three. 
Thus, no words of length less than three arise as a word w of the form of Remark 4.1, 
hence the pair {gr ,g2} cannot generate G. 0 
4.3. Lemma. Let G be as in Theorem 3.1. A pair of elements of type (vi) in 
Remark 2.2 cannot generate the group G. 
Proof. Assume that the pair {gt,g2} is a pair of elements of type (vi) of Remark 2.2 
and generate the group G. By Proposition 2.6, any non-trivial power of generator gl is 
an element of A - C. As g2 begins and ends in different groups, the length of g2 is at 
least 2 and no non-trivial power of g2 experiences either amalgamation or cancellation. 
Thus, all elements of C must arise as a word w in the form of Remark 4.1. 
We may assume that the element (ac)J’at is in A - C for all integers p, for if 
(ac)Par is an element of C then the pair {gr,gfgz} is a pair with normal form of type 
(vii) in Remark 2.2 that generates the same subgroup of G that {gr,g2} does. We now 
assume that phrases of the form gzgfg2 and g;lgfg;’ have amalgamation only. 
The phrase g2gfgF1 has neither cancellation nor amalgamation since g2 ends in B 
and g[ is an element of A - C. 
The phrase g;‘gfgz may have cancellation as well as amalgamation depending on 
whether the element a,‘(ac)J’at is an element of C or not. 
4.3.1. Claim. If the relation a;‘(ac)Pq EC holds for any integer p, then it holds 
for p= 1. 
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Proof. Assume that a;‘(ac)ai is not an element of C. Then by Proposition 2.6, 
the element (ar’(ac)ai)P =a~‘(uc)J’ui is also not an element of C for all non-zero 
integers p. 0 
Thus, if the relation u;‘(uc)Pui E C occurs we conjugate our type (vi) generating 
pair to obtain an equivalent type (ii) generating pair. We now assume that this relation 
occurs for no non-zero integer p. 
4.3.2. If the relation ~~~(uc)Pui E A - C holds for all non-zero integers p, then the 
phrase gT1gFg2 has only amalgamation and we may calculate the length of a word w 
in the form of Remark 4.1. There are three subcases, depending on the parity of 0: 
Case la: The integer (T is even, say cr = 2s. Then the length of w satisfies: 
length(w) = 2 - cr - (k - 1 - 0) p kn + 1. 
Since n 2 2 and k is at least one, such a word has length at least three. 
Case lb: The integer o is odd, say rr = 2s + 1 and there are more occurrences of 
the phrase gzgfg;’ than of the phrase g;lgfgz. 
Then length(w) satisfies the relation: 
Zength(w)=l-2s-(k-l-o)>kn+k+(k-1)-(k-1)+1. 
Since n > 2 and k is at least one, such a word has length at least four. 
Case lc. The integer 0 is odd, say d = 2s + 1 and there are more occurrences of the 
phrase g;igfgZ than of the phrase gzgfg;l. 
Then length(w) satisfies the relation: 
length(w) = Iz - 2s - 2 - (k - 1 - o) 2 kn. 
Since n 2 2 and k is at least one, such a word has length at least two. 
Thus, if ul’(uc)Pal is an element of A - C for each non-zero integer, then gi and 
g2 do not generate elements of C, and hence fail to generate G. 
If u~‘(uc)ui is an element of C, then this type (vi) pair is equivalent to a pair of 
type (ii) in Remark 2.2. 0 
4.4. Lemma. Let G be us in Theorem 3.1, then G cannot be generated by a pair of 
elements of type (vii) of Remark 2.2. 
Proof. The element gf is an element A - C by Proposition 2.6 and so has length one. 
The element g2 begins and ends in group B and so by Remark 2.10 the element g: 
has length at least n - 2, which is at least one for all integers p. So again all elements 
of C must arise as a word w in the form of Remark 4.1. 
As each power gy begins and ends in B, while each power gp’ is an element 
of A - C the word w above experiences no amalgamation or cancellation outside of 
that in the individual phrases gf”” and g2 . p21 Thus, the length of a word w in the form 
of Remark 4.1 is at least k and so elements of length zero do not arise from this 
generating pair. 0 
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4.5. Lemma. Let G be as in Theorem 3.1. If the group B contains no torsion elements 
and the integer n is greater than three, then a pair of elements of type (ix) in 
Remark 2.2 cannot generate the group G. 
Proof. Assume for the sake of contradiction that the pair {gi, 92) of type (ix) generate 
the group G and that the group B contains no torsion elements. 
By Remark 2.10 the element g; begins and ends in group A and has length at least 
n - 2. 
4.51. Claim. Zf gf is not an element of C for all non-zero p, then no type (ix) pair 
of generators generate G, even if n = 3. 
Proof. Assume that gp is not an element of C for all nonzero p and that the pair 
gi and g2 generate G. Then an element of C appears as a word w in the form of 
Remark 4.1. As gfi begins and ends in a different group than that which g2pzi+’ begins 
and ends in, no word w experiences either amalgamation or cancellation outside of 
cancellation in the individual phrases gr and gp’. Thus, the length of w is at least 
k, contrary to the assumption that gt and g2 generate C. 17 
4.5.2. Claim. The following conditions are mutually exclusive: 
(A) g: has length less than pn - p + 1, 
(B) g2gig2 has length less than 2n - 1. 
Proof. This follows from Proposition 2.8 as follows: If condition (A) occurs then the 
element co is the unique element such that ancOal is an element of C. If condition 
(B) occurs, then cogf must be the unique element of C for which a,cogial is an 
element of C. As the group B contains no torsion elements the elements co and cogf 
are different and so conditions (A) and (B) cannot simultaneously occur. This proves 
Claim 4.5.2. 0 
4.5.3. Claim. If neither (A) nor (B) or Claim 4.5.2. hold then the pair {g,,g2} cannot 
generate G. 
Proof. The element gg has length pn - p + 1 and the phrase gzgig2 has length 2n - 1. 
We compute the length of a word w from Remark 4.1 to be 
i=k- 1 
length(w) 2 A - k - 1 - c EZ~+I 
i=l 
i&-l 
>nk-k+ 1 +.ci +czk+i +2 C EZi+l 2 1. 
i=l 
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Thus, all elements of length zero are obtained as a power of gi. By Proposition 2.7 
there exists an integer m such that all elements of C arise as a power of gy, contrary 
to the rank of C being at least two. 
4.5.4. Remark. We may assume that condition (A) of Claim 4.5.2 always occurs. 
If condition (B) occurs, then the type (ix) pair generates the same group that the pair 
{gt,g2gi} generates. This latter pair is also of type (ix) and satisfies condition (A). 
4.5.5. Claim. If n 2 5, then a type (ix) pair cannot generate G. 
Proof. By Proof of Claim 4.5.3 there is a minimal positive integer m so that gy E C. 
We will show that gi and g2 cannot generate the entire subgroup C of G. It has already 
been established that no power of g2 is a non-trivial element of C. By Proposition 2.9 
such power has a length of at least three. 
By Claim 4.5.2, phrases of form g2gFg2 have no cancellation and have amalgamation 
only if gr is an element of C. Thus, length(w) satisfies 
i=k-1 
length(w) > A - k - 1 - C &Zi+l 
i=l 
i=k-1 
2 k + El + EZk+l + 2 C E2i+l - k + 1 > 1. 
i=l 
Thus, all elements of length zero are obtained as powers of gi . Now by Proposition 2.7, 
there exists an integer m such that all elements of C arise as a power of gy, contrary 
to the rank of C being at least two. 0 
4.6. Lemma. Let G be as in Theorem 3.1. If n 2 6, then a pair of elements of type 
(x) in Remark 2.2 cannot generate G. If n = 4 the pair may generate if the phrase 
g2gf experiences cancellation for some power p. 
Proof. Assume that G may be generated by a pair of elements gi and g2 of type 
(x). As g2 begins and ends in different groups the word g: has no amalgamation or 
cancellation for any non-zero integer p. 
The phrase g;‘gfg2 may have amalgamation if the element gf is an element of C, 
but has no cancellation by the malnormality of group C in A. If the element gf is 
an element of the set B - C, then this phrase has no cancellation or amalgamation. 
In either case, the minimum length of the phrase g;lgfg2 is then 2n - 1. Notice that 
maximum length reduction occurs if gf is an element of C. 
The phrase g2gfg;l may have cancellation as well as amalgamation. If the word 
b,c,,gFc;‘b,’ is an element of cl E C the phrase un_iciu;~i experiences amalgamation. 
No further cancellation may occur by the malnormality of C in A and so the phrase 
gZgfg;l has a minimum length of 2n - 3. 
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We may assume that the word gzgp has no cancellation for any integer p. If this 
word has cancellation, then the pair of elements {gt,gzg~} is of type (ix) in Remark 2.2 
and generates the same subgroup of G. By Lemma 4.5, such a pair cannot generate G 
unless the length of gzgp is exactly three. We assume phrases of the form gzgfgz and 
s2 91 g2 -’ p -’ have amalgamation if gp is not an element of C and have no amalgamation 
or cancellation otherwise. Thus, the length of such a phrase is always 2n. 
We now evaluate the minimum length of a word w with the form of Remark 4.1. 
As usual, there are three cases depending on the parity of 0. 
Case 1: The integer g is the even integer 2s. The length of w satisfies: 
length(w) 2 Iz - 4s > kn - 2(k ---1) 
Since IE is at least two, all such words have length at least two. 
Case 2: The integer o is the odd integer 2s + 1 and w has one more occurrence of 
g;tg2p’gt than of gtg2p’g;l. 
Here, the length of w satisfies: 
length(w)=;l-4s- 1 >kn-2(k-2)- 1. 
The last expression simplifies to k(n - 2)+3. Since n22, such a word has a minimal 
length of three. 
Case 3: The integer IJ is odd and w has one more occurrence of gtg~g~’ than of 
&$Sl. 
Here, the length of w satisfies: 
This last expression simplifies to k(n - 2) + 1, so the minimum length of such a 
word is one. 
Thus, the group C must be generated by powers of qt. Let m be the minimal positive 
integer for which gT is an element of C. By Proposition 2.7, all powers of gt in C 
have form g;“’ for some integer i. Thus, C is generated by gy, contrary to the rank of 
C being at least two. q 
Proof of 3.1. Let G be as in Theorem 3.1 and assume that the group B is torsion 
free and contains no central elements. Then Propositon 2.4, Claim 2.5, Lemmas 4.2- 
4.6 show that G has a generating pair of type (ii), (ix), (x) or (xiii) of Remark 2.2. 
in which each element has length at most three. 0 
5. The factors 
In this section, G denotes the two-generator free product of torsion-free groups A 
and B amalgamated over the group C. We assume the group C has rank at least two 
and is a malnormal subroup of A. By Theorem 3.1 the group G may be presented 
using a pair of generators having one of four special types. For each type, we establish 
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a set of relations which must hold in the factor B and give restrictions on the rank 
and generators of each factor. 
By Theorem 3.1, any pair of generators for G is equivalent to one of four types. 
We list them here with a slight change of notation: 
p1: {haco), 
p2: {C,ab2Co), 
p3: {ka1b2co), 
P4: {k@b2a3cO}. 
5.1. The generating pair of type pa 
A generator g for one of the factor groups A or B is said to be peripheral if it lies 
in the amalgamating subgroup C. It follows from Lemma 1.5. that in this case, the 
group A has a presentation in which all but one of the generators are peripheral. By 
Remark 1.6, the group B satisfies the same condition. 
5.1.1. Proposition. Zf G has a generating pair of type p1 and C is abeliun, then there 
is an element of C which is central in B. 
Proof. Let gi denote generator uca and g2 denote generator bc. By Proposition 2.6, 
the element g[ is an element of C for no non-zero integer p. Therefore, a word w 
in the form of Remark 4.1 will never experience cancellation or amalgamation unless 
the element g,” is an element of C for some non-zero integer p. Let m denote the 
smallest positive integer for which this occurs, and denote g; by c”. Note that m is 
greater than one, since gz is not an element of C and is non-trivial as B has no torsion. 
The elements g2 and E commute as seen below: 
g2E = 929; = $92 = +2. 
By Remark 1.6, the group B is generated by b and the elements of C. All elements 
of C commute with E since C is abelian. The relation g2E = tg2 yields 
bee” = Ebc. 
Since C is abelian we then have 
b& = Ebc. 
The last relation implies that b and c” commute. Now c” commutes with the generators 
of B and hence is central in B. 0 
5.2. The generating pair of type p2 
Here, by Lemma 1.5. and Remark 1.7, the factor groups A and B have a presentation 
in which all but one of the generators are peripheral. 
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5.2.1. Proposition. There exists a minimal integer m such that b#‘b,’ = c’ is an 
element of C. 
5.2.2. Corollary. If G may be presented using a pair of type pz then B is a quotient 
of the group with the following presentation: 
(b2, Clb2cmb;’ = c’). 
Proof of 5.2.1. We assume there exists no such integer m. We compute the length of 
words in the form of Remark 4.1 generated by the elements gt = c and g2 = al b2cO. 
We note that a;‘cial is an element of A - C for all integers i. By hypothesis, the 
element bzctb;’ . is an element of B - C for all non-zero integers i. Thus, the length 
of a word w in the form of Remark 4.1 is 
-a_>2k-(k-1)22. 
Thus, such words never have length one, a contradiction. 0 
5.3. The generating pair of type p3 
Now it follows from Lemma 1.5. that the group A has a presentation i  which all 
but one of the generators are peripheral. Now, by Remark 1.7, the group B has a 
presentation i  which all but two of the generators are peripheral. 
By Claim 4.6.1 there exists a positive minimal integer m for which the element 
(bc)m is an element E of C. As in Proposition 5.2.1, There exists a minimal integer n 
such that bz?‘b,’ = c’, an element of C. 
5.3.1. Proposition. There exists a positive minimal integer u such that the element 
(b2cobcc;‘b;‘)” =E is an element of C. 
5.3.2. Corollary. If G may be presented using a pair of type p2 then B is a quotient 
of the group with the following presentation: 
(b,b2,Cl(bc)“=E,b2Enb;’ =c’,(b2cobcc;‘b;‘)“=E). 
Proof of 5.3.1. We assume the integer u does not exist and compute the length of a 
word w in Remark 4.1. Note that the length of a word is minimized if each occurrence 
of (bc)J’21+1 is an element of C: 
-a>2k-(k-1)22. 
Thus, the only elements of G which have length one are powers of the element bc, a 
contradiction. q 
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5.4. The generating pair of type p4 
Again, by Claim 4.9.1 there is a minimal positive integer m for which (bc)” is an 
element c” of C. 
5.4.1. Proposition. If a pair of type p4 generates the group G, then a3coal= cl, an 
element of C. Moreover, there exists a minimal positive integer v so that (bzcl)V = 2, 
an element of C. 
5.4.2. Corollary. If G may be presented using a pair of type p4 then B is a quotient 
of the group with the following presentation: 
(b,bZ,CJ(bc)m=E,(bzcl)“=E). 
5.4.3. Corollary. The generating pair p4 may be expressed as the generating pair 
{bc,alb~a,‘c~‘}, where bi = bzcl. 
Proof. By Proposition 5.4.1, solving the equation a3coal =cl for the element a3 
establishes the corollary. q 
Proof of 5.4.1. If the element a3coal is in A - C, then the length of the element g,” 
is 2p + 1 for all non-zero integers p. We compute the length of a word in the form 
of Remark 4.1: 
length(w)LI-a>2k+k-(k-1)=2k+l. 
Such a word cannot have length zero. In order to generate all of the group C, the 
element a3coal must be an element of C. 
We now assume that there is no integer v for which (bzcl)’ is an element of C. 
We compute the length of a word w in the form of Remark 4.1: 
i=k 
length(w) 2 C e2i+l + 3k - o 2 3k - (k - 1). 
i=l 
Such a word has a length of at least one. Thus, in order to generate the entire group 
C, the relation (bzcl)” E C must occur for some integer v. 0 
Now it follows from Lemma 1.5. that the group A has a presentation in which all but 
one of the generators are peripheral and by Remark 1.7, the group B has a presentation 
in which all but two of the generators are peripheral. 
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